Lemma 1.2. If, in the diagram 1.1,/' is a homotopy equivalence, then so is f.
We recall that a cylinder over A' is a mapping cylinder Notice that the first and last columns are identical and that the three rows are
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use [February consequently squares. The top row is the pushout of (i'0 i'x) and 1 v/', the former being a cofibration ; the four squares immediately under this are pushouts as well, u, as a pushout of av 1, being a cofibration, and the second row is accordingly a pushout. The unstarred squares in the next row are again pushouts (the right-hand starred square having already been defined), and it follows that the bottom row is a pushout. Now in the square represented by the first row we observe thaty'i is the pushout of i'i along/' and is thus, by HC3, a homotopy equivalence. Since <pi'x=jxf and j'o = <pi'o we conclude that <p andy'ó are homotopy equivalences.
By analogous arguments k0, j0 and </> are homotopy equivalences. Since (¡0 z)k0 = i0, (z'o z) is a homotopy equivalence as well as a cofibration and HC3 permits the same conclusion about m. But m<jt = p(i0 z) so that p too is a homotopy equivalence.
In the bottom row we observe that lx is the pushout of ix along/so that it too is a homotopy equivalence. Finally, lxf=pix, and the conclusion follows. The squares under the top row are pushouts; this makes the second row a pushout and defines ha: Ca^ Ba such that haga=fa, «==1,2. The square marked * under the second row is a pushout, so that the third row is a pushout. Finally, the square marked * under the third row is a pushout. Commutativity of the diagram implies lkg3=f3. By 1.2, gx and g2 are homotopy equivalences, hence also g3, k and /. The conclusion follows.
We shall also need below some notions concerning relative homotopy. If a: A' -> A is a cofibration, we construct the pushout A'-a0 âx *
A-> A and a mapping cylinder ÂJL>ZaA -> A for (1 1): A -*■ A. If we set i0 = uá0, ix = uáx then (i0 ii): Ay A -^ZaA is a relative cylinder over ^ (rel a). We say that f0,fx: A -> X are homotopic (rel a) if there is an F: Za^ -> X with Fí0 =/0, F*! =/. It is easy to see that this relation has all the usual properties; e.g., that it is an equivalence relation in ^(A, X). The proof proceeds by taking for X the object ZA +ZaA in the pushout -+ZA ¡o ZaA ZA+ZaA and using homotopy extension.
^-lattices.
By an ^-lattice we mean a distributive lattice in which every element has only finitely many predecessors. Such a lattice has of course a smallest element 0. We define the category =S?, whose objects are ^-lattices, by taking as morphisms the maps /: A -> Y which preserve the lattice operations and are initial; i.e., have the property that if yá/A then yef(A). We may occasionally want to consider maps A -> T which are not morphisms in Ji?; properly signalled, they should lead to no confusion.
We shall say that/: A-*-T is a cofibration if/Ag/A' implies A^A'; notice that this makes/injective. We shall see presently that ^C, equipped with the class Cof UP of cofibrations, is a c-category. A ~i p. if and only if /7*A = f'l*p;
A ~2 M if and only if (A A p) V /*A = A and (À A /*) V l*p = PTo see that the second relation is transitive we suppose also /x~2 v and observe that
The intersection ~ of ~1 and ~2 is again a congruence and has the property that if A', p' e A' then lk'~lp' if and only if/'A'==/>'. We need only take T to be the quotient of A by ~.
In the latter case, we set T = {(A, /) | /*A =/'*/}c A x P. Now A x P, with the usual ordering, is again an ^-lattice; it is in fact both the product and the coproduct of A and P. It is easy to see that T is a sublattice of A x I" and that /: A-> r, g: P -> T, defined by/A = (A,/7*A), gy =(lf'*y , y) are cofibrations in 3 ?. An easy computation shows that the square is a pushout.
3. c-systems. We regard ordered sets as categories. If A is an ordered set and F: A -> <€ is a functor we write FK for the value of F at A e A and F^:FK^> Fu for the value of F on the unique morphism A -> p. when A ?S p. 
the top row(3) is a 2-cofibration and the starred squares are pushouts then the bottom row is a 2-cofibration. There is really only one point which needs checking. Suppose /: F' cofibration and u': F' -> G' is any morphism in c(A, tf). Then G: A-><t defined by taking GA to be the pushout in >F is a may be
It is easily verified that G is a c-system and that the corresponding diagram in c(A, tf) is a pushout. That g is a cofibration follows from 3.2.
If F: <&-»• if' is a c-functor then c(A, F): c(A, tf) -» c(A, tf'), composition with F, is also a c-functor. If/: A' -> A is a lattice map then c(l, tf): c(A, tf) -> c(A', tf), composition with /, is a c-functor.
We are now in a position to define c-completeness. A c-category tf is c-complete if any c-system in tf has a colimit, and if all the functors colim : c(A, tf) -> tf whose existence is thus assured preserve cofibrations. As coadjoints they must preserve pushouts and are accordingly c-functors. The colimit of a c-system <P : A -> J5P is the colimit of the underlying sets, provided with the weakest ordering such that all injections are order preserving. 
Premorphisms.
We shall want to study morphisms between colimits of c-systems. We introduce for this purpose the following calculus of " premorphisms ". (ii) every A e ^0 is compact with respect to c-systems in ^o, (iii) every object (cofibration) in ^ is a colimit of an object (cofibration) in some c(A, V0).
It follows immediately from 5.2 that every morphism in ^ is a colimit of a morphism in some c(A, "^0).
Condition (iii) gives a representation for cofibrations in (€. We may obtain an alternative one as follows. By 4.1 if Ä is the restriction of a c-system A to an initial sublattice then colim A' -> colim A is a cofibration. The converse is also true. If ^ is a c-completion of íí0 and, for all A, ,4* has its values in tf0, then ^4* exists. Furthermore, Â: colim <1> -»■ ^o, defined by /á injA = ^4A, is again a c-system. In this case A® has an obvious colimit in tf, viz. colim Â. We shall use this fact to deduce the c-completeness of tf.
Lemma 7.1. Iftf is a c-completion oftf0 and 77 : A -> tf is a c-system then there is a c-system O: A^i?
and a coherent family of c-systems AÁ: <&x^*tf0 such that A*xB.
We consider partial systems (F, <J>, A, <p), where F is an initial sublattice of A, O: r^=Sf is a c-system, A is a coherent family of c-systems A*: <bK^tf0 and <p: A*%B\F. These are ordered in the obvious way by extension; Zorn's lemma then applies. Thus we may take (F, <i>, A, <p) maximal with respect to extensions. We must show that T = A.
Suppose this is not the case. Then there is a minimal A e A -F. We shall show that (r, <S>, A,<p) can be extended to the sublattice F' generated by F and A. Let y e F be the largest predecessor of A, i.e., the image of A under the adjoint of the The compactness of the objects of ^0 is, once more, a consequence of 7.1 together with condition (ii) for c-completions.
A functor from one c-category to another is c-continuous if it is a c-functor which preserves colimits of c-systems. A c-completion enjoys the following universal property with respect to c-continuous functors. This implies that the extension F of F0 is essentially unique. To construct F we associate to each object X e 'tí a c-system Ax e c(Ax, ^0) of which it is the colimit. We may do this in such a way that if Xe'tío then Ax = {0}. Then we must set FX= colim F0AX. If (99, a): Ax -»-AY is a premorphism then so is In view of this theorem we may permit ourselves to speak of the c-completion of a c-category.
The following example should be kept in mind. Let tf0 be the category of pointed finite CW-complexes and cellular maps. Cofibrations are maps isomorphic to the inclusion of a subcomplex. Then the c-completion of tf0 is the category of all pointed CW-complexes.
8. c-completions III: Existence. We concern ourselves next with the existence of c-completions. We shall see first that if a small c-category tf0 has a c-completion tf then tf is equivalent to a full subcategory of the category J*" of functors tfff -> ¡f, where ¡f is the category of pointed sets. It is now clear what is the candidate for the c-completion of a small c-category: tf0 being such a category let us write tf for the full subcategory of IF containing the c-accessible functors and identify tf0 with the subcategory of representable functors in^.
We propose to show that tf, provided with a suitable notion of cofibration, is a c-completion of tf0. The definition of Cof^ is forced: a morphism in tf is a cofibration if and only if it is a colimit of a cofibration in some c(A, tf0). Theorem 8.2. If tf0 is a small c-category then the category tf of c-accessible functors tf^ -> if has the structure of a c-completion oftf0.
We recall that in view of Theorem 7.4 this implies the existence of a unique c-completion for any small c-category.
All that is necessary here is to show that (tf, Cof tf) satisfies axioms Cl, 2 for c-categories. As to axiom Cl, it is clear that all morphisms 0^ X and all isomorphisms are in Cof tf. For the closure of Cof tf under composition we proceed as follows. in which the square is a pushout. Then u is a cofibration. Applying colim, which preserves pushouts, we see that colim v, as a pushout of vv = colim/ is an isomorphism. Thus (colim «)w_1(colimg) = (colim v)'1 colim (u(gj*)) e Cof 'tí. But this is effectively the general case. The pushout axiom C2 follows from a completely analogous argument.
9. Homotopy in c(A, <€). We suppose now that "tí is an h-c-category. If A is an =Sf-lattice we shall introduce a homotopy relation in c(A, "tí) in such a way as to make it too an h-c-category.
Let S be the class of morphisms / of c(A, 'tí) such that for each A e A, /A is a homotopy equivalence.
Lemma 9.1. (i) S contains all identity morphisms; (ii) if any two off, g,fg are in S then so is the third; (iii) a pushout of a cofibration which is in <? is again in S. This is more or less obvious. The following facts seem less so.
Lemma 9.2. Iff: A-^ B is a cofibration in S then f has a left inverse.
We consider pairs (A', g') where A' is an initial sublattice of and g' is a left inverse of the restriction off to A'. If we order these by extension we may by Zorn's lemma conclude the existence of a maximal one; we now denote by (A', g') such a maximal pair. We must show A' = A.
If not, let y be minimal in A-A' and let A e A' be its immediate predecessor. Consider the diagram /a *BW where the square is a pushout. Since fK is a cofibration and a homotopy equivalence in 'tí so also is h. Thus A: is a homotopy equivalence. But, since/is a cofibration, k is a cofibration too and thus has a left inverse, say w. Then (1 gy)w: By -> Ay is a left inverse of/,. Since for any y in the sublattice generated by A' and y both Ar and 77y-are pushouts, g may be uniquely extended over that sublattice, contradicting the maximality of (A', g').
Lemma 9.3. Any morphism f: A^ B in c(A, tf) has a factorization f=hg where g: A^> C is a cofibration and h: C ^ 77 is in S.
We shall refer to such a factorization as an i-mapping-cylinder. As in the proof of 9.2 we proceed by induction on initial sublattices of A. We may suppose that hg is such a factorization of the restriction of/to an initial sublattice A', and that it is maximal with respect to further extension over A.
If A'#A take, as above, y minimal in A-A' and let A e A' be its maximal predecessor. If be an ^-mapping-cylinder for (faß). Then wkv = ß e S so that kv is a cofibration in <f and, by 9.2, has a left inverse, say 8. We need only set Z/= 0&«.
We may now define a relation of homotopy between morphisms/,,/: A-> B in c(A, 'tí) by writing /0~/i if for some, and hence by 9.5 for any, S -cylinder
there is an F:ZA^-B with Fi0=f0, fi'1=f1; we might refer to such an Fas an S-homotopy of/0 with/. Lemmas 9.4, 9.5 imply the following assertion.
Lemma 9.6. The relation ~ is a congruence in c(A, 'tí).
What we are after, of course, is the following assertion.
Proposition 9.7. If'tí is an h-c-category then so is c(A, 'tí).
We begin by observing that any / in S is a homotopy equivalence. Suppose first that/is a cofibration and thus, by 9.2, has a left inverse g. We shall show that g^ IB. This follows easily from 5.2.
We now proceed to define the homotopy relation in 'tí. We say that/0~/ : X-+ Y in 'tí if, for some A, there is a cylinder Thus we might just as well start with a cofibration a in c(A, tf0) having a left inverse r, and such that colim a is a homotopy equivalence r. Now let r " r'
A->A->A' be a mapping cylinder in c(A,tf0) for r. Then r' is a homotopy equivalence in c(A, tf0) and ra, as a right inverse of r', is also a homotopy equivalence. Since all of this is preserved in passing to c(F, tf0) by a cofinal lattice map r -> A, it is sufficient to consider a pushout of a along a morphism/: ,4' -> 77 in c(A, "rfo). We consider the diagram In the other direction we need a condition which must pass in this context for the well-known theorem of J. H. C. Whitehead. To facilitate its statement we say that a class if of objects (or a full subcategory) in a category sé is a Whitehead class (subcategory) if for any /: X-* Y in sé, sé(W, X)xsé(W, Y) for all WeW implies /: Xx Y. If we observe that, tf0 being a small h-c-category, tf^ is a full subcategory of tfD, we say that tf0 is connective if tf^ is a Whitehead subcategory ofi?D.
An example or two is in order. If tf0 is the category of pointed finite connected CW-complexes, so that tf is the category of pointed connected CW-complexes, then tf0 is connective. This follows immediately from the usual Whitehead theorem which says in fact that the spheres form a Whitehead class in "tíu. On the other hand if rtí0 is the category of all pointed finite CW-complexes then ^0 is not connective. This may be seen as follows. It is enough to show that for any cofibration A" -* X in 'tí, <tí(X, Y) ->• <tí(X', Y) is surjective. This is done by a transfinite induction over initial sublattices in the manner employed passim above.
When "tí0 is connective we may make the following observations.
Proposition 11.3. If'tí is the c-completion of the small connective h-c-categorŷ 0 then each of the functors colim : c(A, #) -> 'tí is an h-c-functor.
We know by 7.2 that each of the colimit functors is a c-functor. But they also preserve homotopy equivalences and hence the homotopy relation.
In particular a coproduct of cylinders is a cylinder over the coproduct, which implies the following statement.
Proposition 11.4. The canonical functor 'tí -> 'tí0 preserves coproducts. This is, perhaps, the place to introduce the notion of a translimit. If ^ is a small category and sé^sé is a full subcategory a translimit of a functor F: 3i -> sé (with respect to sé0) is an object A ese, together with morphisms séD: FD -> A for De3>, such that for d: D' -> D in 3>, séD(Fd') = séD,, constituting a weak colimit of F, i.e., such that any morphism 95 of F into a constant functor factors (not necessarily uniquely) through A, and such that for all B e sé0, colim sé(B, F) xsé(B, A).
Lemma 11.5. If sé0 is a Whitehead subcategory of sé then any two translimits of F: 2¿ -> sé are isomorphic.
The isomorphism need not, of course, be canonical. Compare the notion of injective envelope.
The example we have in mind is the following. Suppose that 'tí is the c-completion of 'tío and that X: A-^'tí is a c-system. If n: 'tí'-»-^n is the canonical functor then 7) colim X is a translimit of r¡X. On the other hand it is far from clear when a functor F: A -> rtía possesses a translimit. This question is closely related to the [February missing part of Brown's theorem (see below, §12). We can however make the following assertion. Proposition 11.6. If N={0, 1, 2,...} then any functor F: N^tfn has a translimit.
For any such functor may be factored as r¡X with X: N^tf a c-system.
12. Brown's representation theorem. The following theorem is due to E. H. Brown [2] . It is of especial interest to us because it seems especially applicable to the homotopy category of a c-completion. We include the proof here as being very much in the context of our discussion.
Theorem 12.1. Let sé be a pointed category and sé0 a full subcategory such that (i) sé has coproducts and weak pushouts, (ii) séa is a small Whitehead subcategory, (iii) every sequence in sé has a translimit with respect to sé0. Then a functor sé°v -» Sr°i s representable if and only if it preserves products and weak pullbacks.
Observe that these conditions mean that coproducts and weak pushouts in sé go, respectively, into products and weak pullbacks in SP.
We remark also that sé is provided with weak coequalizers : iff0,fi '■ A' -*■ A and
is a weak pushout then g is a weak coequalizer of/0 and./i. The necessity of the two conditions for representability needs no discussion. Let us suppose that F: sé°v -*• Sr° satisfies them. Suppose also that séx is a small full subcategory of sé containing séQ. We shall demonstrate the following statement.
(*) There is an X ese and a morphism«: sé( -, X) -> F such that aA is surjective for Aeséi and bijective for A e sé0.
Since F is product preserving it follows from the Yoneda lemma that there is an X0esé and an a0:sé( -, X0)^F with a0iA surjective for Aesé1: for example, take X0 -V A.
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Moreover if 7? is the equivalence relation on sé( -, X0) induced by a0 then 7? is again product preserving, so that there isa Y0 e sé and u'0, u"a: Y0 -> XQ such that But the theorem follows almost immediately. For suppose X and a : sé( -,X)->F are the object and morphism given by (*). Then, applying (*) once more, after adding X to séx, we conclude the existence of an X' and an a' : sé(-, X') -*■ F which is surjective on X as well. If axlx = a'xf then /: X-> X' and sé(A,f): sé(A, X)xsé(A, X) for all A esé0. Since sé0 is a Whitehead subcategory, /is an isomorphism. But séx was arbitrary; we conclude that aw is surjective for all We sé.
It remains only to show that all aw are injective as well. Suppose/,,/: W-*-X and awf0 = awfx, which is to say that (Ff0)axlx = (Ffx)axlx. If g: X ^ Y is a weak coequalizer of/0 and/ we may conclude that ax\x = (Fg)aYh = F(hg)axlx for some h: Y-+ X. But then for A e sé0, sé(A, hg) is bijective so that hg is an isomorphism. Since hgf0 = hgfx we conclude that/0=/. The point of this theorem, in the present context, is that if "tí is the c-completion of the small connective h-c-category ^0 then the pair 'tí0, 'tí0 satisfies the hypotheses of 12.1. Condition (i) follows from 11.4 and the observation that a c-pushout in 'tí goes into a weak pushout in 'tí0 ; condition (ii) is the Whitehead theorem; condition (iii) is 11.6. Furthermore it is easy to see that a functor F: (tí°w -> Sf takes weak pushouts into weak pullbacks if and only if Fn : tfop -> Sf takes c-pushouts into weak pullbacks. Such a functor Fr¡ is said to be half-exact (cf. Dold [3] ).
Theorem 12.2. If'tí is the c-completion of a small connective h-c-category ^0 then a functor F: rtí°°p -> ¿tí is representable if and only if Fn is half-exact and takes coproducts into products.
The following corollaries are immediate. By applying the Whitehead condition to the adjunction morphisms, we get the following further corollary.
Corollary 12.5. If, under the hypotheses of 12.4, F^ : tf° -> tf'P is an equivalence of categories then so also is Fn : tfD -^tf"n.
There is a complement to Brown's theorem which asserts that if tf^ is countable and F: tf"^ -> if is half-exact and has its values in the category of countable sets then F extends uniquely to a product-preserving half-exact functor tfop -> Of, which is accordingly representable at the homotopy level. The requirement of countability is somewhat mysterious here, but no improvement of the hypotheses seems to be known. Without attempting to contribute to the solution of this problem, we might nevertheless remark that it seems to be connected with the existence of nonsequential translimits(5).
Stabilization.
We use the word "stable" in two ways. If F: sé -> sé', instead of being stable, satisfies the weaker condition FWxY'F we say it is weakly stable. A category sé is weakly stable (with respect to Y : sé -¡-sé) when Y is an equivalence of sé with itself. When "stable" is replaced by "weakly stable" the universal factorization property remarked above holds up to isomorphism instead of uniquely. We may make, moreover, the following observation. 
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If a category is provided with some additional structure, for example that of a c-category or an h-c-category, we shall generally confine our attention to endofunctors preserving this structure.
Proposition 13.2. If'tí is a c-category andY: 'tí -> "tí is a c-functor then Staby 'tí may be given the structure of a stable c-category in such a way that ip'.'tí -> Staby 'tí is universal for stable c-functors into stable c-categories.
For any morphism in StabT 'tí may be written as Wtpffor some/in 'tí and some <7 = 0, +1. +2,... ; we take as cofibrations those for which Y"/is a cofibration for large «. The case of greatest interest for us is the following. If tf is an h-c-category then tfn is provided with a functor S : tfa -V tfa, the suspension, defined uniquely up to canonical isomorphism by the existence of cofibrations X -> CX in tf with CX contractible, having Y.X as cofiber. We shall say that Y:tf->tf is a suspension functor (or a lifted suspension functor) in tf if it is an h-c-functor such that Ya =2. In this case we shall allow ourselves to write 2 for Y.
The category Stabs'^0 is always supplied with a "triangulation" in the sense of Puppe ([8] , also [6] ) which we may denote by Acof and refer to as the "cofibration triangulation".
The category (Stab^tf)0, being already stable, is also supplied with a cofibration triangulation. It is not our intention to expand further on this structure, or even to give the precise definitions, here. But we record the fact that these two triangulations correspond-of course-under the isomorphism of 13.3.
We have seen that stabilization commutes with passage to homotopy. It does not, on the other hand, commute with c-completion ; this is why a theory of c-completions is necessary even in the "classical" case of CW-complexes.
The utility of such a theory is enhanced by the following "stable Whitehead theorem". Proposition 13.5. A small h-c-category which is stable with respect to some lifted suspension functor is connective.
For the homotopy category of its c-completion is triangulable; the conclusion follows at once from 11.2.
Let tf0 be a small h-c-category and tf its c-completion. If 2 is a lifted suspension functor for tf0 then Stabs tf0 is again a small h-c-category. We denote the ccompletion of Stabs tf0 by 3S^ tf0; this is the Boardman completion of tf0. In view of 7.3 and the universal property of the stabilization there is a unique stable functor Stabs tf -> â?2 tf0 such that the composition tf -*■ Stabs tf -*■ S8ztf0 is a c-continuous extension of tf0 -> aS¿¿>0. This functor is not in general an equivalence of categories ; indeed the induced functor (StabE tf)D -> (@if$o)Q also fails to be an equivalence.
For example if tf0 is the category of finite CW-complexes, so that tf is the category of all CW-complexes, it is easy to see that the family {Z"S0 \ neZ} has no coproduct in Stabs^, nor even in (Stabs^)111. As a matter of fact it is an amusing exercise to show that the subfamily fLnS° | n^O} lacks a coproduct in (Stabs #)D.
For any small h-c-category ^0 with a lifted suspension E, on the other hand, Sa¿tí0 is c-complete. Its homotopy category is triangulated and closed under products and coproducts. It follows immediately from the axioms for triangulations that products and coproducts of cofibration triangles are again cofibration triangles.
Further, as a triangulated category with coproducts, (¿%¿tí0)° embeds as the full subcategory of injectives in a Frobenius category ¿tí38-¡ftío ( [5] , also [6] ), which must accordingly be both complete and cocomplete.
As our notation indicates, 3$¿tía depends strongly on the lifted suspension functor 2. This dependence is somewhat mitigated by the fact that in many examples (e.g. topological spaces, CW-complexes) there is a "natural" choice for S. Further, 12.5 gives some ground for hoping that the dependence of (£$¿tí0)° on X is less strong. Unfortunately we have no general theorem to this effect.
14. Smash pairings and smash products. If 'tí, 'tí', 'tí" are c-categories a smash pairing oftí' and <«?" to 'tí is a functor #: «" x if" -> 'tí such that (i) the functors £#-:%"->% and -#A":W ^-V are c-functors for any A' e 'tí', A" e <tí"'.
( If the categories in question are h-c-categories we shall further require (iii) the functors A'ft-, -#A" preserve homotopy. The reader will readily supply examples; among them are the usual smash product for topological spaces and tensor products of modules.
We observe first that smash pairings of small c-categories or h-c-categories extend uniquely to their c-completions. The uniqueness will follow immediately from the preservation of c-colimits by the partial functors X' §-, - §X". The existence is provided by the Kan extension in the following manner.
If X' e C" we write Ctí'0, X') for the category of objects in 'tí'o over X', i.e., of morphisms a':A'^X' with A'e'tí'o. If also X" e'tí" a functor F: (<tí'0, X')
x Ctí'ó, X") -> W is defined by (a': A' -> X', a": A" -> X") -> A' #0 A". But X' and A smash pairing # of h-c-categories defines, in virtue of (iii) a pairing of the corresponding homotopy categories which we again denote by jf. In the situation of 14.1, if tf0, tf'0, tfl are connective h-c-categories then, #: tf'a xtf"a ->tfa extends §0: tf'0a xtf"aa ->tf°. In view of conditions (i) and (iii) we may apply 12.4 to get the following result. Proposition 14.2. Functors Jt': tf'a°pxtfa ->tf"D and Jt": tf"n°pxtfn^tf'n may be defined by the conditions that for A" e tf" (X" e tf") the functor Jt'(X', -)
is adjoint to X'#-: tf"o -> tfa, (JC(X", -) is adjoint to - §X": tf'a -*■ tfu).
If #: tf x tf -> tf is a smash pairing which is monoidal, i.e., coherently associative, commutative and supplied with a unit (cf. [7] , [4] ), we shall call it a smash product in tf. Once more, examples abound. Since the topological one comes most readily to mind we shall always denote the unit of a smash product by 5°.
The Kan extension of a smash product in a small h-c-category remains monoidal and is thus a smash product in the c-completion. Moreover the pairing induced in the homotopy category is monoidal as well. In view of 14.2, we draw the following conclusion. Theorem 14.3. If #0: tf0xtf0^-tf0 is a smash product in the small connective h-c-category tf0 then the Kan extension # : tf x tf -^-tf to the c-completion gives to tfa the structure of a monoidal closed category.
For the last notion, cf. once more [4] .
15. Smash products and stable homotopy. If tf is an h-c-category with a smash product we can always introduce, in many ways, a lifted suspension functor in tf. It then becomes natural to ask whether there is an induced smash product in the stabilization of tf and consequently, when tf is small, in its Boardman completion. If the answer is affirmative then the homotopy category of the Boardman completion becomes, by 14.3, a monoidal closed category.
Unfortunately our understanding of this problem appears to be inadequate. Examples provided by chain complexes of modules over a commutative ring show that in some cases there is indeed a stable smash product. Starting on the other hand with the category of finite CW-complexes it seems difficult or impossible to find a smash product in the stabilization. We have however no means of differentiating categories with from those without stable smash products nor, for that matter, any example illustrating conclusively the absence of such a product.
It is however always possible to introduce a smash pairing of the stabilization to itself: what is in question is the commutativity and associativity of such a pairing. The question is further complicated by the fact that the pairing is not unique, being determined only up to a noncanonical isomorphism, and might thus be associative and commutative without being coherently so. Moreover it might well be the case that while the pairing itself lacks these properties the induced pairing on the homotopy category might be associative, commutative and even monoidal.
We must leave these questions unresolved and be for the moment contented with the following cursory account of the stable homotopy pairing and its adjoint "function-space" functors. We shall omit also a discussion of the relations between these several functors and the cofibration triangulations in the stable homotopy categories, pending a more complete investigation of the problems cited above.
If 'tí is a h-c-category with a smash product # having a unit 5*° we may construct (nonuniquely) a cone 5° -*■ CS° and denote its cofiber by S1. 'tí is then supplied with not one but two lifted suspension functors, 2' = S'1# -and 2" = -ffS1. While it is not strictly correct to say that 2' and 2" commute-the two compositions are, rather, connected by the associativity isomorphism of #-the coherency of the associativity of # makes it possible to treat them as though this were the case, and we shall abbreviate our argument by supposing it to be so. As discussed in §13, then, 2' and 2" give rise to functors 2' : Stab2» 'tí -» Stabs» 'tí and 2": Stabs. 'tí -*• Stabs. 'tí and there are, further, stable functors U' U"
Stabs-# -> StabL->s. 'tí -> Stabs--'tí into the double stabilization. Of course the commutativity isomorphism of jj-makes 2' and 2" isomorphic on 'tí. But it is to be noted that this isomorphism is not necessarily stable with respect to either suspension and thus need not give rise to an isomorphism in any of the stable categories.
It does however permit us to draw the following conclusion :
The categories Stabr 'tí, Stabs--'tí are weakly stable with respect to 2", 2'. Thus U', U" are equivalences of categories.
For if Xe'tí the isomorphism H'XxVX gives in Stabs-'tí, for any «, 2"l + 1Ar xH"1Z'nX. The second assertion follows from the first via 13.1. Now the smash product in 'tí gives us, by twice applying the universal property of the stabilization, a smash pairing #: Stabs-^ x Stabs» 'tí -> StabE.iE» 'tí, using the evident relation 2'A" #2"A"'= 2'2"(JT # X"). If Ü', Ü" are inverses up to isomorphism of U', U" then U'o#o(lxÜ"Ur), Ü"°#o(Ü'U"xl), #°(Ü'xÜ") are smash pairings in Stab2. 'tí, Stabs» 'tí, Stabs,s» *ë. Let us suppose that <€ is a small category. Then 14.1 provides us with a canonical smash pairing §:3S1ß-/.SS-src€ ^t-^-^j/tí, where ^•¡.■^■■'tí is the c-completion of
